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AAK HANDLING EQUIPMENT’S
Roll Pallet Truck

H

ydraulic Roll Pallet Truck used for smooth and easy movement of paper roll, steel coil, or
rolls. The roll ﬂanges are rested on the trolley while lifting & movement. AAK engineer
tested each roll pallet truck before dispatch.
used best quality seals and bushes, We used extra rip support in bottom of roll pallet truck its give
more strength & long lift . AAK manufactured 3 type of roll pallet according to size of rolls.
Feature:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Easy 3 position control handle-- Raise,
Lower, Neutral.
Ergonomic power coated handle, which is
comfortable and convenient to operate.
Fork lowering speed is controllable,
operated by hand control as well as foot
pedal.
Integrated casting pump & welded pump.
Extra reinforced on fork frame.
Solid steel lifting rods for extra strength.

Wheels: Nylon wheel, Rubber wheel, Polyurethane wheel.

Full-func on control handle
with neutral
A few strokes of the large steering handle provides a full 127
mm of li . A convenient control lever has three
posi ons:Raise, Neutral and Lower. The neutral posi on
eliminates backpressure from the pump, allowing the handle
to move freely. Lowering speed is controlled at all load
capaci es.The handle isspring loaded and returns to a ver cal
posi on when released.The handle thick ness and angled
shape is designed for the most fa gue free opera ng
posi on.

Hydraulic unit proven reliability
One of the most cri cal parts of a roll pallet truck is the
hydraulic pump. It must withstand thousands of li /lower
cycles, and yet be easy and inexpensive to repair. The Aak
ARPT 1.5 is life tested to a minimum of 1,00,000 pump cycles.
The enclosed li pump means that there are no exposed
parts such as valves or levers, which can be broken or
damaged.

AAK HANDLING EQUIPMENT’S
Durable frame and
ar cula ng wheels

Easy roll entry and exit

A robust, cross-braced frame provides
unrivalled strength and durability. Steel
forgings are used on the li linkage. For
easier handling and control, the ARPT has large
180 mm steer wheels. Steer and load wheels
use high quality compounds
that lower rolling resistance, provide long life,
and are smooth and quiet in opera on.
To ensure con nuous contact with the ﬂoor, the
wheels ar culate to ensure you never have the
weight of the load on just one wheel. Hubcaps
protect the bearing and steer axle from side
impact damage and contamina on.

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

Easy entry and exit into roll. fork tapered towards
inside of roll pallet truck. tapered fork makes
smooth opera on and it help to protect roll from
damage. fork goes outside of roll and put on the
roll on itself.

Long-term value
Aak u lizes high-grade steel combined with extra
weld length and addi onal s ﬀening where
necessary, especially in the area of apron pivot
bosses. Thorough prepara on of the assemblies
before receiving a powder
paint process ensures the highest levels of paint
adhesion and long term protec on.

ARPT D2032

ARPT D2848

Capacity

Kg

Overall dimensions

mm

Min. Fork Height

mm

25

Max. Fork Height

mm

135

Max. Lifting Height

mm

≥115

Fork Length

mm

1200/1500

Load Roller Double Wheel

mm

ø80 x 70

Steering Wheel

mm

ø180 x 50

Fork Thickness

mm

3.2

Roll Size

UP TO 1000
1535 × 810 × 1180

mm / Inch 500/20" - 800/32"

UP TO 1500

1635 × 1025 × 1180

700/28" - 1200/48"

Pump

Std.

Standard Machine/AC

Handle

Std.

Mild Steel

Structure

Std.

Mild Steel

Net Weight

Kg.

Material of Wheel

Std.

110/112

ARPT D3260

120/122
Nylon / Polyurethane

1635 × 1175 × 1180

800/32" - 1500/60"

129/130

AAK HANDLING EQUIPMENT’S
ARPT-D2848

AAK HANDLING EQUIPMENT’S
ARPT-D3260

